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Spelling Bee Lists 2023 

 

Level 1 

in, at, on, am, cat, can, sat, big, dog, net, fox, end, 

red, and, sun, dad, mum, get, not, top, bat, got, did, 

hot, bed, zip 

 

Level 2 

play, see, high, low, was, zoo, look, car, door, fair, whirl, 

the, out, toy, may, you, green, flight, my, snow, moon, 

book, pull, start, short, his, come, chair, twirl, shout, 

they, enjoy, are 

 

Level 3 

tea, spoil, make, nice, phone, huge, yawn, care, nurse, 

better, brown, snail, goat, chew, bonfire, hear, sure, 

class, treat, after, inspire, screw, throat, father, spear, 

wide, point, gold, brave, care, crawl, use, those, burp, 

corner, drown, train, plant, again 

 

Level 4 

beehive, invite, envelope, should, remote, awful, 

barefoot, purple, burger, growling, could, railway, 

soaking, would, approach, curfew, admire, wireless, 

appear, clearing, toaster, afraid, allowed, Christmas, 

clothes, Saturday, parents, poison, eagle, hoisted 

 

Level 5 

stretch, wrong, month, ocean, noise, radio, gnome, 

kitchen, library, judge, knock, follow, enough, angry, 

remove, usual, holiday, laugh, satellite, surprise,  

alphabet, knife, forecast, geography, twelve,  

ticket, borrow, knot, scratch, pencil, central,  
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serve, charge, answer, voyage, annoy, fudge,  

width, amount, naughty, gentle, celery, terrible,  

position 

 

Level 6 

disguise, percent, recommend, pleasure, official,  

stomach, exercise, instruction, restaurant,  

success, piano, decide, future, shoulder,  

distance, familiar, wrinkle, disease, journey,  

doubt, breathe, equal, discourage, tournament,  

achieve, sweater, attitude, cereal, similar, reduce,  

pleasant, memorable, jealous, police, repetition,  

average, nervous, electric, guitar, wreathe,  

celebration, museum, dangerous, pronounce,  

vacant, initial, easiest, damage, concern, loathe  

 

Level 7 

continue, adventure, gracious, drought, disaster,  

chemical, surgery, knowledge, pursue, serious,  

orchestra, believe, legible, establish, cooperate,  

obedience, necessary, identical, coincidence,  

vacuum, grocery, horrible, prefer, resemble,  

scissors, government, ignore, column, science,  

responsible, character, schedule, rhythm,  

conscience, imaginary, sentence, companion,  

fasten, inquire, author, century, scholar, cousin,  

whistle, forfeit, prediction, possible, silence,  

choir, evidence  

 

Level 8 

environment, sympathy, imagination, recognise,  

committee, collaborate, strength, nonsense,  

opportunity, enormous, accomplish, disappear,  
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familiar, beneath, location, innocent, guarantee,  

ancient, receipt, engineer, tongue, specific,  

misery, stingy, collection, ordinary, headache,  

foreign, interior, pierce, civilisation, entrance,  

variety, congratulate, happiness, investigate,  

astonish, original, personality, estimate,  

graduate, dialogue, inferior, incredible, stereo,  

chemistry, fatigue, envelope, vehicle, function 

 

Level 9 

constitution, generosity, economic, endeavour,  

cylinder, abbreviate, picturesque, molecular,  

amateur, unique, mischievous, approximate,  

descendant, epidemic, communicate, scheme,  

substitute, acknowledge, gigantic, contagious,  

legislature, rehearsal, prosperous, tragedy,  

sanctuary, necessary, customary, aerial,  

category, definite, benevolent, politician,  

vocalise, threaten, priority, intercept, alternate,  

ceramic, essential, sustain, poisonous,  

ingredient, frequency, desolate, apology 

 

 

 


